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Abstract.

Global climate models need to simulate several small, regional-scale processes which affect
the global circulation in order to accurately simulate the climate. This is particularly important
in the ocean where small scale features such as oceanic eddies are currently represented with ad-
hoc parameterizations. There is also a need for higher resolution to provide climate predictions
at small, regional scales. New high-performance computing platforms such as the IBM BlueGene
can provide the necessary computational power to perform ultra-high resolution climate model
integrations. We have begun to investigate the scaling of the individual components of the
Community Climate System Model to prepare it for integrations on BlueGene and similar
platforms. Our investigations show that it is possible to successfully utilize O(32K) processors.
We describe the scalability of five models: the Parallel Ocean Program (POP), the Community
Ice CodE (CICE), the Community Land Model (CLM), and the new CCSM sequential coupler
(CPL7) which are components of the next generation Community Climate System Model
(CCSM); as well as the High-Order Method Modeling Environment (HOMME) which is a
dynamical core currently being evaluated within the Community Atmospheric Model. For our
studies we concentrate on 1/10◦ resolution for CICE, POP, and CLM models and 1/4◦ resolution
for HOMME. The ability to simulate high resolutions on the massively parallel petascale systems
that will dominate high-performance computing for the foreseeable future is essential to the
advancement of climate science.

1. Introduction
Accurately simulating historical climate or predicting future climate based on scenarios of
anthropogenic emissions and concentrations has required the latest and most powerful computers
since the beginning of climate modeling. Historically, climate modeling has advanced along two
paths. The first increases the number of processes represented in the model and the detail of
those representations and the second increases the resolution of the numerical grid.

There are several factors currently favoring an increase in horizontal resolution in climate
models. First, global climate models need to simulate several small, regional-scale processes
which affect the global circulation in order the accurately simulate the climate. This is
particularly important in the ocean where small scale features called “oceanic eddies” play an



important role in the heat transport of the ocean and thus of the climate system. These eddies
are currently represented with ad-hoc parameterizations. Explicitly resolving eddies requires a
horizontal ocean resolution of at least 1/10th of a degree of latitude: about 10 times more than
current state-of-the-art.

Second, policy makers are consistently asking for climate predictions on spatial scales smaller
than those provided by current climate models. Providing information relevant to human
impacts will require higher atmosphere and land surface resolution.

Finally, the availability of platforms such as BlueGene with 10K-100K cores allows a large
increase in the number of gridpoints in a climate model and performing calculations at an ultra-
high resolution. In the text below, we describe the effort so far to make the DOE/NSF developed
Community Climate System Model (CCSM) [1] ready for execution on BlueGene at a very high
horizontal resolution. Special attention has been given to the parallel configuration of the whole
model. We have also explored the parallel scalability of the various sub-models to ensure they
can each scale to order 10K cores. Finally we have taken steps to reduce the memory footprint of
each model, including introducing parallel I/O, to ensure the full model can fit in the relatively
small per-core memory of BlueGene systems. Our target resolution is 1/10◦ for the ocean, sea-
ice and land models and 1/4◦ for the atmosphere model. These resolutions provide a significant
increase over current state-of-the-art while still allowing sufficient simulation speed (target of 5
simulated years per day) and remaining within the valid range for the algorithms used in the
model.

2. Parallel Configuration
CCSM3.0, released in 2004, consists of a system of four parallel geophysical components
(atmosphere, land, ocean, and sea ice) which are separate executables running concurrently
on disjoint processor sets. These components periodically exchange two-dimensional boundary
data (flux and state information) through a separate parallel coupler component [2], which is
also responsible for re-mapping the boundary-exchange data in space and time. In a design
decision that dates from the earliest versions of CCSM in the mid 1990s, component models
exchange data with each other only via communication with the coupler, resulting in a hub-and-
spoke communication pattern. Use of the coupler to exchange model data simplifies a complex
communication pattern that would result from four components executing concurrently with
mutual interaction. However, this configuration has one significant limitation: data dependencies
between the atmosphere, land and sea-ice models partially serialize the integration in time and
thereby limits the fraction of integration time when all five CCSM components are executing
simultaneously. The idle time within CCSM3 can amount to approximately 10-20% over the
entire integration.

To avoid what could be significant wasted cycles on a 10K processor system, and the extra
communication incurred with a separate coupler, we are developing a sequentially executing
version of CCSM. In the proposed sequential system, a top-level application driver will replace
the current flux coupler as the coordinator of component communications. The application driver
will run each component model sequentially, eliminating any load imbalance by design. This
design has been used in other climate models such as the Parallel Climate Model [3]. Depending
on the total memory footprint of the full system, it may be necessary to use a hybrid approach
such as in the Fast Ocean Atmosphere Model [4] where the ocean executes concurrently with a
sequential atmosphere-land-sea-ice system. Building a sequential system is a first step in gaining
this flexibility.

3. Parallel Performance
To reach our target simulation speed at the target resolution, the individual models must have
good scalability. We have been testing each model in a “stand-alone” integration mode.



The Parallel Ocean Program (POP) developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory is an
important multi-agency ocean model code used for global ocean modeling and is the ocean
component in CCSM. POP divides its horizontal computational grid into a two-dimensional
Cartesian grid and distributes the resulting blocks across the processors. Traditionally POP has
been configured such that a single block is allocated per processor. However, this configuration
has the potential to create load imbalances due to the presence of land.

It has been demonstrated that the use of space-filling curves can improve the load balance in
POP [5]. It was also demonstrated that the presence of land within POP increases the amount
of data that must be loaded from the memory hierarchy to the CPU [6]. It is possible to
eliminate the land within the barotropic component of POP, which is based on a preconditioned
conjugate gradient solver, through the use of a one-dimensional (1D) data structure. The use
of the 1D data structure also allows for a reduction in the volume of data passed between MPI
processes. Using both of these improvements, we can achieve the necessary throughput at the
target resolution as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Performance of POP with the
original parallel scheme (green), with 1D data
structure (red), with 1D data structure and
the space-filling curve-based decomposition
(blue).

Figure 2. Performance of sea ice using
original parallel scheme (green) and with
space-filling curves (blue).

The sea ice component of CCSM, CICE, is also developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory
and shares a common software infrastructure with POP [7]. We have employed the same space-
filling curve algorithm but used a weighting function to help eliminate points without ice, in
this case an error function form where (ϕNH = 70◦, σNH = 5◦) for the northern hemisphere and
(ϕSH = 60◦, σSH = 5◦) for the southern hemisphere. As shown in Figure 2, the space-filling
curve greatly improves the throughput [8].

The land component of CCSM is the Community Land Model (CLM) [9]. The data structures
within CLM consist of one-dimensional arrays holding local model fields and sized to contain
only land points. The land model is one-dimensional and contains no horizontal communication.
CLM demonstrates excellent performance scaling on both vector and non-vector platforms [10].

The High-Order Method Modeling Environment (HOMME) is an experimental dynamical
core that is currently being evaluated within the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM), the
atmosphere component of CCSM. The space-filling curve based partitioning algorithm used
in POP and CICE was initially developed for HOMME [11]. HOMME uses high-order local
methods based on either spectral element or discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods. We have
examined the scaling at three resolutions: 1◦, 1/2◦, and 1/4◦. The cubed-sphere computational



mesh used by HOMME is composed of six faces, where each face is composed of Ne × Ne

block of elements. Each element contains Np × Np grid points, where the grid points on the
boundary are shared with neighboring elements. Figure 3 shows the scaling of HOMME at
three resolution with the simple Held-Suarez physics [12]. One curve (CAM-HOMME) shows
HOMME operating within the CAM model but still using simple physics. Based on these early
results, we expect a 1/3◦ model with full atmospheric physics to achieve 5 years/day on 48,600
BlueGene/L processors. Additional parallelism within HOMME is possible through the use of
a vertical decomposition.

4. Memory Scalability and I/O
Much of our recent work to prepare CCSM for BlueGene has been to remove globally-sized data
structures from some of the component models. For example, the initial CLM decomposition
algorithm allocated large amounts of global memory. In some cases, the size increased with
number of processors. A new strategy has been developed which requires significantly less
memory.

Figure 3. Performance of HOMME at
several different resolutions. See text for
explanation.

Figure 4. Memory scaling for the coupler.

The coupler consumes memory mostly in the storage of interpolation weights and the inter-
model message communication tables of the coupler’s underlying infrastructure, the Model
Coupling Toolkit (MCT) [13, 14]. The initialization of the MCT’s communication table was
consuming a great deal of memory until a more efficient algorithm was implemented. The
coupler’s memory usage for a resolution close to our goal now decreases with increasing processor
count (Figure 4).

One of the largest sources of memory use within CCSM is in I/O because each model will
typically gather its data to a single node for writing. To address the lack of parallelism with
the disk I/O subsystem, we are developing a Parallel I/O (PIO) library. PIO is a high-level I/O
library which will provide a standard interface for all models. The back-end of PIO can use either
MPI-IO or pNetCDF [15] to accomplish parallel disk I/O. Support for serial NetCDF [16] is also
provided for single processor configurations as well as multiprocessor systems for which pNetCDF
is not available. The PIO library provides the ability to rearrange data from one decomposition
to another using MCT. An MCT Rearranger moves data from the model’s arbitrarily distributed
decomposition to one-dimensional arrays suitable for PIO, and back again. This function is key
because it both provides an explicit aggregation capability allowing I/O to be performed from



an arbitrary subset of processors, and the ability to rearrange data such that it is rectangular.
Logically rectangular data is necessary to achieve optimal performance from pNetCDF. PIO
has already been implemented in HOMME and provided substantial performance gains over the
initial pNetCDF version.

5. Conclusions
There are multiple avenues for further development within each of the CCSM component models.
The POP model may need fewer iterations in its barotropic solver. The CICE partitioning
scheme does not yet take communication cost in to account. Significant work remains to be
done in implementing PIO and further reducing the memory footprint. Our results clearly
demonstrate the feasibility of using more than 10K cores of BlueGene to integrate CCSM with
ultra-high resolutions at simulation speeds of nearly 5 years/day.
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